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A real-time neural network model, called affective balance theory, is developedto explain many
properties of decision making under risk that heretoforehave been analyzedusing formal algebraic
models, notably prospect theory. The model describescognitive-emotional interactions that are designedto ensureadaptiveresponsesto environmentaldemandsbut whose~mergentproperties nonethelesscan lead to paradoxical and evenirrational decisionsin risky environments. Emotional processingin the model is carried out by an opponentprocessingnetwork calleda gated dipole. Learning
enablescognitive representationsto generateaffectivereactions of the dipole. Habituating chemical
transmitters within a gateddipole determine an affectiveadaptation level, or context, againstwhich
later eventsare evaluated. Neutral eventscanbecomeaffectivelychargedeitherthrough direct activations or antagonistic rebounds within a previously habituated dipole. The theory describesthe
affective consequencesof strategiesin which an individual comparespairs of eventsor statements
that are not necessarilyexplicitly groupedwithin the stimuli. The samepreferenceordersmay sometimes, but not always,emergefrom different sequencesof pair-wisealternatives.The role of shortterm memory updating and expeCtancy-modulatedmatching processesin regulating affectivereactions is described. The formal axioms of prospect theory are dynamically explicated through this
analysis.Analyses of judgments of the utility of a single alternative,choices betweenpairs of regular
alternatives,choicesbetweenrisklessand risky alternatives,and choicesbetweenpairs of risky alternatives lead to explanations of such phenomenaas preference reversals,the gambler's fallacy, the
framing effect,and the tendencytoward risk aversionwhen gainsare involved but risk taking when
lossesare involved. These explanations illustrate that data concerning decisionmaking under risk
may now be related to data concerning the dynamics of conditioning, cognition, and emotion as
consequencesof a singlepsychophysiologicaltheory.

1. SomePreviousModelsof RiskyDecisionMaking
Most environments are characterized by somedegreeof uncertainty. Environmental uncertainty may be inherent in some
situations, such as a coin toss, or may arise due to imperfect
information about the physical or social environment. Whateverthe source,analysisof the structural and functional characteristics of uncertainty is a problem of considerableimportance
in a wide variety of researchareasincluding mathematics,economics, and psychology.
The multidisciplinary approachto the studyof decisionmaking under risk has led to the developmentof two distinct types
of theory: normative and descriptive. Normative theories are
prescriptive in nature becausethey are concerned with devising
decision-making procedures or algorithms that are optimal
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with regard to some set of intuitively reasonableconstraints.
Descriptive theories,on the other hand,are concernedwith providing an accurate portrayal of how individuals actually make
decisions,independentof whether those decisions are optimal
or evenlogical.
Historically, the distinction betweenthe two types of theory
has beenblurred becausenormative theories, particularly expected utility theory,have beenwidely acceptedasadequatedescriptions of how individuals integrate information when making risky decisions.For example,the earliest form of utility theory, which was developedby Daniel Bernoulli as a solution to
the gambling puzzle known as the St. PetersburgParadox, was
very influential in economics for over a century (Bernoulli,
1738). More recently, the axiomatic form of utility theory,
which was first developedby von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944), has beenassumedto provide an acceptabledescriptive
model of decisionmaking under risk.
Since the introduction of axiomatic utility theory, a large
body of evidencehas accumulated which demonstratesthat individuals systematicallyviolate someof the fundamental tenets
of rational choice (e.g., Allais, 1953; Tversky & Kahneman,
1981). Thesenumerous violations of rationality havemotivated
a greatdeal of experimental and theoretical work aimed at developinga more accuratedescriptive theory of decision making
under risk than is provided by utility theory. Overall, these
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efforts have beenquite successfulin the sensethat many violations of the axioms of utility theory and rational choice are explicable within one or more of these theoretical frameworks.
For example, violations of the betweenessaxiom of utility theory are consistent with the axiomatic framework of portfolio
theory (Coombs, 1975).
The particular theory that has been the most successfulin
uncovering and explaining these violations is prospect theory
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). This theory adopts a number
of coding, psychophysical,and decision-rule assumptionsthat
provide a natural account of many results that are inconsistent
with the axioms of utiijty theory and general assumptions of
rational choice. To illustrate, prospect theory explains the reflection effect, in which choicesinvolving gainstend to be risk
averse,whereaschoicesinvolving lossestend to be risk taking. Jt
doesso using an S-shapedvalue function and a decision weight
function that is characterized by the properties of subcertainty
and subproportionality (Section 7). These psychophysicalassumptions, in combination with certain coding assumptions,
also provide a plausible explanation of framing effects that involve shifts in preferencedepending on whether the outcomes
of choicesare stated positively or negatively(Section 13).
Despite the impressive array of data that are accounted for
by prospect theory, the theory is not immune to criticism. One
criticism is that prospect theory is a static, algebraictheory that
relies heavily on psychophysicalfunctions derived from analysesof group choice data. As a result, the theory provides little
insight into the information-processing dynamics that underlie
risky decisionmaking. A secondand perhaps sharpercriticism
of prospect theory is that it does not account for all important
forms of nonrational decision making. The problem revolves
around the decisionrule of prospect theory which assumesthat
individuals act to maximize subjective value. A vivid illustration of the difficulty with this seeminglycompelling assumption
is the paradoxical result that is called the preference reversal
phenomenon. Preferencereversals'areobservedwhen, in a binary choice situation, an individual prefersan alternative that
has beenjudged to be worth lessthan the nonpreferred alternative. To illustrate, an individual might judge one alternative to
r
be worth $10 when presentedin isolation and a secondalternative to be worth $8 when presented in isolation and yet prefer
the secondalternative when given a choice betweenthe two alternatives. It is important to note that the preference reversal
phenomenonis a robust effect that cannot be dismissedas statistical noise, at least for the theoretically interesting cases
where the alternativesare reasonablyclosein'value (Grether &
Plott, 1979; Gutowski & Chechile, 1984; Hamril, 1979; Lichtenstein& Slovic, 1971, 1973; Lindman, 1971; Mowen & Gentry, 1980; Pommerehne, Schneider,& Zweifel, 1982; Reilly,
1982; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983). Therefore, preference reversalsviolate the maximization assumptionof prospecttheory
and constitute an important and as yet inadequatelyexplained
example of nonrational choice.
This is not to say that the preference reversalphenomenon
has escaped theoretical attention. Lichtenstein and Slovic
( 1971), for example, assumed that judgment and choice task
requirements generate different information-processing sequences.More specifically,their formulation assumesthat judgments of the subjectivevalue of risky alternatives follow an an-
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choring-and-adjustment process, in which either the amount
that can be won or lost servesas the anchor and choice is primarily governed by the probability of winning. Although such
a differential weighting model can account for much of the data
on preference reversals (for an exception see Gutowski &
Chechile, 1.984),the mode1.inits presentform is not sufficiently
generalto predict other phenomena in the domain of decision
making under risk.
In this article we describean alternative theory of decision
making under risk, one that we call affectivebalancetheory. The
theory is bestviewed as an application of a more generaltheory
of how cognitive and emotional processesinteract (Grossberg,
1980, 1982a, 1984b, 1987). This general theory has beenused
to explain phenomena in such diverse areasas perception, attention, motivation, learning, and memory. Affective balance
theory usespsychophysiologicalmechanismsand processes1hat
have been derived from data analyses in these other areas to
build a dynamic description of the affectiveand cognitive events
that underlie risky judgment and choice. The theory clarifies
how context affectsthe processingof risky information and provides an explanation of a number of well-establishedphenomena in risky decision making, including preference reversals;
The presentwork thus suggestshow properties of decisionmaking under risk may be explained as manifestations of a processing theory that wasdevelOpedto explain a quite different data
base.This linkage relates phenomenaconcerning human decision making under risk to human evoked potentials, neurophysiological and pharmacological substratesof behavior,animal discrimination learning, human memory and attentional
processing,and certain mental disorders. In particular, the arguments developed herein apply the same mechanisms that
have previously beenusedto analyze suchphenomenaas hypothalamic self-stimulation, secondary conditioning, asymptotically nonchalant avoidancebehavior,conditioned emotional responses,superconditioning, analgesia, differential rewarding
effectsof suddenversusgradual shocks,self-punitive behavior,
and learned helplessness(Grossberg, 1971, 1972a, 1972b),as
well as the partial reinforcement acquisition effect, behavioral
contrast, blocking and unblocking, schedule-inducedpolydipsia, rebound eating, intragastric drinking, hyPerphagic eating,
the Valenstein effect, and latent inhibition (Grossberg, 1975,
1982a, 1984b,1987). Within the broader context of animal discrimination learning and choice behavior,all of thesephenomena may be viewed as variants of decision making under risk.
Affective balance theory generatesformal relationships that
havebeenposited by algebraicmodelsof decisionmaking under
risk in the form of emergentproperties of real-time circuits that
have beenusedto analyzeand Pledict a wide rangeof inter disciplinary psychophysiologicaldata. In this sense,affectivebalance
theory "explains" theseformal relationships. In so doing, as
an automatic consequence,it also explains the data that these
formal relationships have beenusedto fit. In addition, affective
balance theory predicts a number of other data-for example,
data concerningpreferencereversals(Section 10)-that cannot
easilybe accounted for by a number of other theories, notably
prospect theory.
Rachlin, Logue, Gibbon, and Frankel (1986) have also realized the importance of concepts about instrumental behavior
for understanding decision making under risk. These authors
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applied algebraic form factors that have been developedto fit
instrumental data collected from animals to analyze human
data about decision making under risk. The presentarticle developsa real-time neural network model, rather than algebraic
form factors,and therebyprovides a mechanistic analysisof decision-making data in the same way that this model has elsewhere suggesteda mechanistic analysis of a large literature
about instrumental behavior.
The present theory does not attempt to characterize all of
the possible cognitive strategies that individuals may invoke.
Rather, it analyzesthe effectsof a chosenstrategy on the affective values of the eventsto which an individual is exposed. In
particular, the theory analyzes the affective consequencesof
strategiesin which a subject compares pairs of eventsor statements that are not necessarily explicitly grouped within the
stimulus materials. The cognitive context in which individual
eventsare embedded may alter the comparisons that a subject
makesto arrive at a preferenceorder for theseevents.In Section
8,we note that the samepreferenceordercan sometimesemerge
from different sequencesof pair-wise comparisons. This result
brings into a sharperfOCusthosecircumstanceswherein preference order does depend on the sequencingof event comparisons.In addition, in Section 12,we showhow the cognitive context with which a neutral event, suchasa zero outcome,is compared can endowthe event with a positive or a negative affect,
depending on the comparisons afforded by the context. In Section 13,we discuss how the cognitive context can influence, or
"frame," the setof outcomes that the subject will be inclined to
process,including the pair-wise comparisons that the subject
constructs from the stimulus materials.
Within affective balance theory, affective or emotional processingis assumedto be regulated by an opponentprocessthat
is called a gated dipole (Grossberg, 1972a, I 972b, I 984a,
1984b). Four main ingredientsgo into the designof a gated dipole: slowly accumulating chemical transmifters that are designedto generateunbiasedtransductions of their inputs; opponent, or competitive, interactions 'betweenan on-channel and
an off-channel; phasic inputs that perturb the on-channelor the
off-channel through time; and a sustained, or tonic, arousal
level that equally perturbs both channels and thereby setsthe
sensitivity of dipole outputs to phasic input fluctuations.
A number of other opponent processingmodels exist in the
literature. Jensen(1970, 1971)described qualitatively some of
the properties that a good theory of opponent processingshould
haveand applied thesepropertiesto the analysisof conditioning
data. Solomon and Corbit (1974) and Solomon (1980, 1982)
also used opponent processingideasto analyze data about conditioning and, more generally,affective processing.A comparisonof the gated dipole opponentprocessand the type of opponent processdescribed by Solomon and Corbit (1974) is given
in Section 5. We now summarize the gated dipole properties
that we will need.

2. Transmitter Gates:Unbiased
Transmitter-Modulated Signaling
The simplestrule whereby one nerve cell site can sendunbiasedsignalsto another nerve cell site is as follows. If 8(t) is the

input signal to one cell site and T(t) is the output signal to the
next cell site, then the linear relationship

T= SR,

(1)

where B is a positive constant, is the simplest law of unbiased
transmission.By Equation I, the outgoing signalis proportional
to the incoming signal,and the signal is relayedperfectly.
When the output signal T(t) is due to the releaseor inactivation of a chemical transmitter z(t) in responseto the input signal
S(t), further considerationis necessary.How is a large and sustained input S(t) prevented from depleting z(t) and thereby
causing a progressively smaller signal T(t)? In other words,
when T(t) is due to the releaseor inactivation of a transmitter,
the term B in EqUation I may not be constant. It may decrease
through time as z(t)is depleted,therebyreducing the sensitivity
of T(t) to S(t). In this situation, Equation I is replaced by the

equation

T=Sz.

(2)

Our task is to analyzehow z(t) approximates a constant B,

z ~ B,

(3)

despite its depletiondue to input 8.
Equation 2 saysthat transmitter z is releasedor inactivated
at a rate (proportional to) T in responseto input 8. In other
words, z gates 8 to generate T, or T is causedby a mass action
interaction between8 and z. By Equation 2, an increase in either 8 or z can increase T, and no output signal T can be generated if either no input signal occurs(8 = 0) or no transmitter is
available (z = 0).
Equation 3 requires that the sensitivity of T to 8 be maintained through time. If both Equations 2 and 3 are simultaneously implemented, as in Equation I, then unbiased transmission by a depletablechemical is achieved.Equation 1 means
that z(t) is replenished instantaneously,or at least at a rate that
is rapid relative to the rate of gated releaseor inactivation. In
our applications,the rate of accumulation is slowrelative to the
rate of gated releaseor inactivation. In order to representthis
type of process,an algebraic equation is insufficient. A differential equationis needed.We usethe simplest differential equation that is capableof reconciling Equations 2 and 3 when both
the accumulationand gating processestake place at a finite rate
relative to the rate with which the signal 8 can fluctuate. In this
situation, Equations 2 and 3 are not both exactlysatisfiedat any
one time. The processattempts to achieveunbiased transmission but can do so only approximately due to its finite reaction
rates. Sucha slow-downof transmitter accumulation does not
reflect a systemfailure. It provides the basis for conditioning
properties of fundamental importance (Grossberg, 1972a,
1972b, 1982a,1987).Thus we view the slowrate of transmitter
accumulation as an evolutionary specialization that has persisteddue to its behavioral value. Here we suggestthat it also
underliesseveralbasicproperties of decisionmaking under risk.
The simplestdifferential equation capableof simultaneously
implementing Equations 2 and 3 is the following one (Grossberg,1972b):

d

-z
dt

=A ( B-

Z ) -CSz

'

(4)
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where A, B, and C are positive. In Equation 4, the notation
dldt z denotesthe net production rate of z. Term A(B -z) says
that z accumulates at a rate A until it reachesthe target level
B, as required by Equation 3. Term -CSz saysthat the loss of
transmitter per unit time due to gating is proportional to Sz,
as required by Equation 2. Henceforth we choose C = 1 for
notational simplicity. This amounts to rescalingthe sizeof S.
Term A(B -z) may be physically instantiated in more than
one way. For example, a passiveaccumulation of z may occur
onto unoccupied sites whose total number is B. Alternatively,
transmitter precursors may actively be produced at a rate AB,
but feedbackinhibition via term-Az ()ftransmitter z onto an
intermediate stage of production may reduce the net production levelto A(B -z). Without such feedbackinhibition, transmitter production would continue unabated until the cell ruptured.
In responseto a constant signal of size S, Equation 4 implies
that the transmitter z approachesthe equilibrium value

z=

AB

A+S.
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5(t)
(FAST)

t

z (I)
(SLOW)

t
OVERSHOOT

(5)

In other words, largersignals 8 deactivatemore transmitter. On
the other hand, the output signal that is generatedby an input
8 does not equal z. The output signal is equal to T = 8z, due to
Equation 2.
Figure I describeshow the output T reactsto changesin the
size of the input 8. A rapid increase in 8 from 80to 8. elicits a
slow decreasein z. Multiplication of the graphs of 8(t) and z(t)
showsthat a rapid increase in 8 generatesa rapid increasein T
followed by a slow decrease,or habituation, of Tto an intermediate level. In a similar way,a rapid decreasein 8 from 8. to 80
generatesa rapid decreasein T followed by a slow increase,or
habituation, to an intermediate level. In all, rapid increasesand
decreasesin the input 8 generateovershootsand undershootsin
the output T due to the slowrate of reaction, or habituation, of
the transmitter as it seeksto generateunbiased signals.These
habituative reactions are fundamental to many of the explanations given by our theory.

3. GatedDipoles:TonicallyArousedTransmitterGates
in OpponentProcesses
Figure 2 describesone of the basic properties of a gated dipole. In such an opponent procesS,a phasicipput (1) can elicit
a sustained on-response,whereasoffsetof the input can elicit a
transient off-rebound, or temporal contrast effect. Theseproperties are explained as follows.
The left-hand seriesof stagesin Figure 2 representsthe onchannel, and the right-hand seriesof stagesrepresentsthe offchannel. Both channelsreceive an equal arousalinput, denoted
by I, that is constantthrough time. The arousal input energizes
the antagonistic rebound that occurs after the on-input shuts
off. The on-input, denoted by J,is delivered only to the on-channel. Input J is switched from zero to a positive level and held at
that level long enough for gate equilibration to occur. Then J is
shut off.
Inputs I and J are added by the activity (or potential) x,(t).
Activity x,(t) respondsquickly to input fluctuations, relative to

T(t)
(FAST-SLOW)

t
Figure 1. Reaction of output signal T and transmitter gate zto changes
in input S. (The output T is the product of a fast processS and slow
processz. Overshootsand undershootsin T arecausedby z's slowhabituation to fastchangesin S.)

the reaction rate of the network's slow transmitter gates.The
graph of Xt(t) has ~e same form as the top graph in Figure I: a
rapid switch from a lower positive activity to a higher positive
activity, followed qy a rapid return to the lower level. The activity Xt(t) generatesan output signalf(xt(t)) in its pathway that
againhasthe form of a double-switch betweentwo positive values.The output signalf(x.(t)) is gatedby a slowtransmitter Zt(t)
that accumulatesand is inactivated from the square synapsein
the on-channel. Figure I describesthe effectof this slowgate on
the input to the n~xt stage.Consequently,activity X3(t)follows
an overshoot-habituation-undershoot-habituation sequence
throuih time. Th,n X3(t)relays an output signal of the same
form to xs(t). Activity xs(t) also receivesan inhibitory signal
from X4(t). To determine what happens next, we consider the
dynamics of the off-channel.
The off-channel receives only the constant tonic input I.
Hence X2(t)and the slow gate Z2(t)in the off-channel square
synapsesare constant through time. The activity X4(t)is therefore also constant through time. For definiteness,we make the
simplest assumption that correspondingstagesin the on-channel and the off-c~nel possessthe same parameters.Because
the arousal input J to both channelsis also equal, the size of X4
equalsthe baseline activity levelof X3(t).This is not alwaystrue,
but its violation is easyto analyze after the symmetric caseis
und.erstood.
We can now detcrmine the reactions of activity Xs(t)through

~
-~
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SUSTAINED
ON -RE:SPONSE:

TRANSIENT
OFF-RESPONSE

Ot~~

OFF~

X.

x

s! = /(l +JJ and the total signalin the off-channelbeS2 =
/(l + h), wherelis the baselinelevelof arousalthat perturbs
bOthchannelsand/is a functionthat transformstheseinputs
into signals..In general,/ is a nonnegativeand m9notoneincreasingfuncnonsuchthat](O) = O.Assumethat J1.>h, and
hencethatS!> $2. As in Equation4, let thetransmitterin the
on-channel,z!,satisfythe equation

x

.X6

X::i

r--".

oj-

and the transmitter in the off-channel, Z2,satisfy the t;Quation

X4
xa

Z1'

X1Q

~

--+

x4

(7)

.z2

x-:.ff'-2

X2b

Assume that the inputs SI and S2are present .for a sufficient
amount of time so thatzland Z2~uilibrate,or habituate, to Sl
and S2' At ~uilibrium, d/dt Z. = d/dt Z2 = O. Thus, by
Equations 6 and 7
ZI =

Jt-dY

~

A+S,

and
Z2 =

II

~
A+Sz

t
Figure 2. Example of a ~ted dipole. (A sustained habituating on-response [top left] and a transient off-rebound [top right] are elicited in
responseto onsetand offset, respectively,of a phasic input J [bottom
left] when tonic arousal I [bottom center] and opponentprocessing[diagonal pathways]supplementthe slow~ting actions [squaresynapses].
Seetext for details.)

T.

= SIZ.

ABS.
=A+-s;'

and the gatedsignal in the off-channel is

~..

4. MathematicalPropertiesLeadingto
AntagonisticRebound
We now describe the simplest formulas that can instantiate
Figure 2 in order to setthe stage for our computations about
risky decisionmaking. Let the total signal in the on-channel be

(9)

By Equation 2, the gatedsignal in the on.,channelis then

T2= S2Z2 = ABS2
time. Becausethe signals from X3(t)and X4(t)subtract before
perturbing xs(t), and their baseline activities are the same, the
baseline activity of xs(t) equals zero. Activity xs(t) thus overshoots and undershootsa zero baseline when the input J is
turned on and off. By contrast, activitY X6(t)respondsin an 0pposite way from xs(t) becauseX3 excites Xs and inhibits X6,
whereasx4inhibits Xsand excitesX6.
The final assumptionis that the output signalscausedbyactivities xs(t) and X6(t)are rectified: Outputs are generatedonly
if these activities exceeda nonnegative threshold. As a result,
the on-channel generatesa sustained output signal while the
inputJ is on. This output signal habituates as the gate ZI(t)
slowly equilibrates to the input. By contrast, the off-channel
generatesa transient off-response,or antagonistic rebound, ar.:
ter the input J shutsoff.

(8)

{II}

After the two channelscompete,the net activity in theon-channel is
xs=T1-T2
= SIZI -S2Zi
=

A2B(SI -S2)
(A + SJ(A +S2)

Note that this on-activit,yis positive becauseSI> S2. By contrast,the off-activity is negative becauseX6 = -Xs (Figure 2).
After the thresholds act, the on-output is positive whereasthe
off-output equalszero.
In orderto understandhow off-rebounds occur,eliminate the
inputs J I and h. The inputs to eachchannel then both equal I.
However,the transmitters ZI and Z2 are assumed to change
slowly,so that Equations 8 and 9 are approximately valid for
sometime interval after the offsetofJ1 andJ2. The gatedsignals
during this interval are then approXimately
Tl = f(I)ZI

=

~
A+S1

(13)
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a

and

Tz= f(I)zz = ~
A+Sz

(14)

After competition, the net off-rebound is

X6= f(I)z2 -f(I)z)

ABf(I)(8)
= (A
+ 8J(A -82)
+ 82)'

(15)

which is positive, whereasthe net on-responseis Xs = -X6 <
O. Owing to the output threshold, an antagonistic rebound, or
contrast effect,occurs.
The rebound is transient becausethe transmitters ZI and Z2
both equilibrate in responseto I and approach levels AB(A +
I)-I. As a result, X6approacheszero. Thus the competition between on-channel and off-channel eventually shuts off both
channels when they receiveequal inputs for a sufficient amount
of time for equilibration to occur.

5. ComparisonWith the Solomonand Corbit Opponent
ProcessModel
The antagonisticrebound in the off-channelof a gateddipole
is energizedby an undershootof the dipole's on-activity function X3(Figure 2). In a gated dipole, suchan undershootis due
to habituation of the transmitter gate within the on-channel.
Overshootsand undershootshavealso beenhypothesizedto exist in alternativemodels of opponentprocessing,but the properties have not beentraced to the action of a slowly habituating
transmitter gate. For example, Solomonand Corbit (1974) and
Solomon (1980, 1982)describeda model of opponentprocessing in which overshootsand undershootsoccur. These authors
ascribed the overshootsand undershootsto the subtraction of
two opponent processesthat both evolve according to similar
time scales(Figure 3). Neither process,in itself, undergoesan
overshoot or an undershoot. Instead, overshoots and undershootsare derived from the assumption that the off-processbeginsto build up only afterthe on-processis initiated. The model
assumes,in addition, that "the second component, the b process,is arousedvia the arousal of a" (Solomon & Corbit, 1974,
p. 126). Neither assumptionis made in a gateddipole opponent
process,wherein the slow habituation of the transmitter gate
within the on-channel generatesan overshoot and an undershoot within that channel. Consequently, in a gated dipole,
opponent processingper sebetweenthe on-channeland the offchannelgeneratesthe antagonisticrebound within the off-channel without necessitatingthe hypothesisthat on-channelactivation triggersa delayedoff-channelactivation.
The hypothesesof the Solomon and Corbit model may be
challengedon severalfronts. The hypothesisof delayedactivation of the off-channel by the on-channel seemsproblematic
when one asks how a direct activation of the off-channel can
causea delayedactivation of the on-channel. Solomonand Corbit did not raise this question. Indeed, they did not separate
the on- and off-componentsinto two topographically distinct
output pathways.More generally,their opponentprocessis not
defined by a dynamical model. Instead, their componentswere
chosento fit the data in different experimental paradigms. For
example,the Solomonand Corbit model does not explain why

a+ t>

Figure

3.

overshoots

an

lags

The

opponent

and

inhibitory

behind

process

undershoots
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a

and

are

b

neither
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that

caused

both

a

nor
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change

b
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(1982),

excitatory

a

similar

exhibits

in

which

process

rate

overshoots

a

such

and

that

or

b

un-

dershoots.

the maximutp size of the a processshould sometimes,but not
always,exceedthe maximum sizeof the b process,or why the b
processis delayed in time relative to the a process by just the
right amount to produce an overshootand an undershoot. The
hypothesisthat slowly habituating, tonically aroused,transmitter gate~exist in an opponent anatomy provides simple answers
to all of thesequestionsand implies other properties that enable
the gated dipole model to organize data about decisionmaking
under risk.

6. The Psychophysicsof Risk: Short-Term Memory and
Long-Term Memory Interactions
The final set of assumptions of the affective balance theory
may be thought of asdescribingthe psychophysicsof risk. More
specifically, these assumptions describe how events, notably
probabilistically experienced events,are transformed and encoded. Although the resulting algebraic properties of these assumptions are quite similar to those adopted by other theories
of decision making under risk (seebelow for a comparison with
prospect theory), the rationale for these assumptions is quite
distinct. The properties here are basedon analysesof how environmental eventsare coded into internal representationsin order to solveinevitable dilemmas posed by a fluctuating and uncertain environment. As a result, the theory provides a dynamic, rather than static or formal, description of the
psychophysicsof risk. Further,the theory strengthensthe rationale for theseassumptionsby extendingthe databasethat motivatestheseassumptionsbeyond group choice data from studies
of risky decision making. In .the following paragraphs, we
briefly summarize the main processingideas about the psycho-
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physics of risk that motivate our computations of risky decisions.We do not redeveloptheseprocessingideashere but refer
the readerto the original sources.Our summary is intended to
provide meaning to the computations, which themselvesform
the core of the presentcontribution.
The analysis of how probability information has an impact
on risky decisionsbegins with the observation that the storage
of individual events and their associated affective values in
short-term memory is positively related to the frequency or
probability of occurrence. This property follows from two interacting effects,one long term and the other short term. The
long-term effect concerns the greater influence of familiar
events than of unfamiliar events on tuning of the long-term
memory traces that regulate coding of an event in short-term
memory (Grossberg, 1980; Grossberg& Stone, 1986). Other
things being equal, a better match of an event with the patterning of long-term memory tracesleadsto enhancedactivation in
short-term memory of the event's internal representation.
Thus, to the extent that the chosenhigh-probability eventsare
more familiar than the chosenlow-probability events,the shortterm memory activity of an event will tend to be an increasing
function of its prior probability. However, the total effect of
probability is more complicated, especially when both lowprobability and high-probability eventsare equally familiar.
This is becausethe short-term effect of probability also influencesthe action of cognitive expectancies.In particular, lowprobability eventstend to be more unexpectedthan high-p~obability events.They can therefore trigger a more complete reset
of prior short-term memory, thereby facilitating their own preferential loading into short-term memory (Grossberg, 1982b,
1987). The net effect of this short-term effect is often that the
ratio of the short-term memory activity of a low-probability
eventto that of a high-probability eventis greaterthan the ratio
of their respectiveprobabilities. Ifwe assumethat the "decision
weight" associated with a probabilistic event is the average
short-term memory activity across eventswith that particular
probability, then we are led to the assumption that low-probability events will be overweighted relative to high-probability
events.
Our analysisof how value or utility information affects risky
decision making begins with the observationthat all neural signal functions must be bounded. Consequently,the value function will be chosento be slower-than-linearor negativelyaccelerated at large valuesof both positively and negativelyvalenced
events. It has, moreover,been shown mathematically that the
simplestbounded function capableof transducingneural activities into signals,without amplifying noise, is an S-shaped,or
sigmoid, function (Grossberg,1973,1983; Grossberg& Levine,
1975). Using this sigmoid function as a starting point, the value
function is computed as follows for gains and losses.It is assumed that the value, or affective magnitude,of a gain is a function of the on-responseto that event,whereasthe value of a loss
of a given magnitude is a function of the antagonistic rebound
that occurs in responseto the removal of a positive eventof that
magnitude. If we divide Equation 15 by Equation 12, we see
that the size of the antagonistic rebound relative to the on-responseis simply f(I)/A, which is a function only of A and I.
More specifically,the antagonisticrebound is largerthan the onresponsewheneverf(I) is larger than A. Becausethis inequality
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Figure 4. A cognitive-emotional interaction betweencognitive, or cue,
representationsand a gateddipole opponent process,called a drive representation, that synthesizesreinforcing signals,internal drive inputs,
and an arousalbaselineinto an affectiveresponse.(This responsegeneratesincentive motivational feedbacksignalsto the cue representations
and can therebycausea shift in attention toward motivationally salient
information. Signals from cue representationsto drive representations
aremultiplied by long-term memory [LTM] traces that encodethe conditioned reinforcing values of the cue representation. Unconditioned
reinforcers can also activate the drive representation. [From "Processing of Expected and Unexpected EventsDuring Conditioning and Attention: A PsychophysicalTheory" by S. Grossberg, 1982,Psychological Reviell{ 89, p. 551. Copyright 1982 by the American Psychological
Association,Inc. Reprinted by permission.])

ordinarily holds in individuals capableoflearned avoidancebehavior (Grossberg,1972b),we are led to conclude that the overall value function is not symmetric but rather is usually steeper
for lossesthan gains. This analysisleads to the interesting and
testable implication that certain underaroused individuals, for
whom I is pathologically small, may show the opposite pattern
(Grossberg,1984a,1984b).
The final psychophysicalissueconcerns how probability and
outcome information combine or interact. In Grossberg'stheory of cognitive-emotional interactions, activation of an event's
short-term memory representationelicits signals from this representationto the gated dipole opponentprocesseswhere emotional reactions are generated(Figure 4). Before these signals
can reach the gated dipoles, they are multiplied, or gated, by
long-term memory traces that encode the conditioned reinforcer valuesof the event. Thesegated signals then activate the
on-channel or the off-channelof their targetdipoles (Grossberg,
1972b, 1987),therebyleading to emotional reactionsand motivational signals.In other words,the net affective activity associated with an event of a given probability is the product of the
(expectancy-modulated)short-term memory strength of that
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event and the affective value of that event as read out of longterm memory into short-term memory.
In orderto facilitate comparisons with other theories of decision making under risk, we provide a more formal summary of
the main psychophysicalproperties of the theory. The theory
assumesthat each(affectively meaningful) dipole input, J+ and
J-, is the product of two factors. The first factor, which we denote by f(x), is a signal readout from the short-term memory
representationx of eachevent.The secondfactor, z+(x)or z-(x),
is a long-term memory trace that encodesthe conditioned reinforcing value, positive or negative,of an event. For positively
valenced eventsthe signal to the on-channel may then be expressedas
J+(x) = f(x)z+(x)
(16)
due to the gating of the short-term memory signalf(x) by the
long-term memory trace z+(x). Similarly, the gated signal of a
negativelyvalenced event to the off-channel may be expressed
as

J-(x) = f(x)z-(x).

(17)

The theory assumesthat the function f(x) is characterized by
the psychometric property termed subproportionalit~ because
the ratio of the expectancy-modulatedshort-term memory activity of a low-probability event to that of a high-probability
event is ordinarily greater than the ratio of their respective
probabilities (Figure 5a). Finally, the functions z+(x)and z-(x)
are S-shaped about the origin (or status quo), with the longterm memory (LTM) trace z-(x) of negativelyvalenced events
steeperthan the LTM trace z+(x) for positively valenced events
(Figure 5b) due to the antagonistic rebound properties cited
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Figure 5. Relationship of dynamic neural processesto algebraic psychophysical processes:(a) A sigmoid signal function helps to achievesubproportionality, as does the modulation of short-term memory by
matching with learned expectations; (b) the long-term memory traces
z+(x) and z-(x), which input to, and learn from, the positive and negative channels,respectively,of an affectivegated dipole, derive their shape
from direct on-reactionsto inputs as well as antagonistic rebound offreactions to changesin theseinputs.

above.

7. ComparisonWith ProspectTheory
We now compare the psychophysicalproperties assumedin
affectivebalancetheory with the psychophysicalassumptionsof
prospect theory (Kahnernan & Tversky, 1979).This summary
does not provide a complete characterization o{ prospect theory, but rather focuses on the assumptions of that theory that
governthe psychophysicsof risk.
The first psychophysicalassumption of prospect theory involvesa scale,v (x), that describeshow an eventx is transformed
into a subjectivevalue. The theory assumesthat the value function is normally concavefor positive change&in status or gains
but is normally convex for negativechangesor losses.That is,
the marginal value of both gainsand lossesgenerallydecreases
with larger magnitudes. The theory further assumesthat the
value function for lossesis generallysteeperthan the value function for gains. A hypothetical value function that meetsthese
criteria is shown in Figure 6a.
The secondpsychophysicalassumptioninvolves a scale,1I"(P),
that describeshow a probability P is transformed into a decision weight that calibrates the relative impact of an event with
a particular probability on the overall value of a risky alternative. The theory naturally assumesthat the weighting function,
1I"(P),
is a monotonically increasing function of P with 11"(0)
=0
and 11"(
1) = 1. In addition, it is assumedthat small probabilities
are generallyoverweightedbut that large probabilities are gen-

erally underweighted. More specifically,the theory assumesa
property called subcertaintyso that
7r(P) + 7r(1 -P)

< 1

(18)

for all 0 < P < 1. Prospecttheory also assumesthe property of
subproportionality that was discussedearlier. Mathematically,
subproportionality can be expressedas

~<~
7r(P)

(19)
7r(Pr)

for all 0 < r < 1. That is, for a fixed ratio of probabilities, the
ratio of decisionweightsis closerto unity for small probabilities
than for large probabilities. A weighting function that meets
thesecriteria is shown in Figure 6b.
The third psychophysicalassumption is an integration rule
that describes how probability and event value information
combine. Prospect theory assumesthat this integration rule is
multiplicative, so that the net contribution of an eventof a particular probability to the overall value of an alternative is
1T(P)V(X).
On comparing the psychometricassumptionsof affectivebalance theory and prospect theory, we find three obvious points
of correspondence.First, the value function, v(x), in prospect
theory and the long-term memory functions, z+(x)and z-(x), in
affectivebalance theory both representthe positive or negative
value associatedwith previously experiencedevents.Moreover,
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these inputs, thereby rationalizing a comparison betweenthe
value function v(x) of prospect theory and the difference z+
(x) -z-(x) of the LTM traces. However,the gated dipole opponent processoften does not merely subtract the z+(x)and z-(x)
LTM functions. Thesedeviations from additivity are, moreover,
a principal source of the gated dipole's ability to explain difficult data about affectivelychargedbehaviors.

8. TheTemporalUnfoldingof RiskyJudgments:
GeneratinganAffectiveContext
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Figure 6. Psychometricfunctions of prospecttheory: (a) a hypothetical
value function v(x); (b) a hypothetical weighting function 1r(p).

thesefunctions are psychometrically similar, becauseboth v(x)
and r(x) are assumedto be sigmoidal but steeperfor negative
than for positive events. Second,the decision weight function,
..-(P),in prospect theory and the short-term memory function,
f(x), in affective balance theory both represent the relative
strengthof an eventwith a particular probability in activememory. These functions also are characterized by similar psychometric properties such as subproportionality. Third, the integration rule, 11"(p)v(x),in prospect theory and the gating law,
J(x) = f(x)z(x), in affective balance theory both assert that
probability and event value information combine multiplica-

tively.
Thesethree points of correspondenceillustrate our assertion
that the psychophysicalproperties of affective balance theory
are similar to those of other prominent theories of decision
making under risk. In addition, affective balance theory provides a description of the information-processing dynamics
that underlie thesepsychophysicalproperties. In particular, the
short-term memory function f(x) simultaneously reads out
J+(x) = f(x)z+(x) and J-(x) = f(x)z-(x) into the opponentprocessof the gateddipole. This opponentprocesssometimesgeneratesthe net reaction J+(x) -J-(x) = f(x)[z+(x) -z-(x)] to

We now illustrate how different temporal sequencesof event
comparisons control the affective values of these events. First
we considera temporal sequenceused to judge the value of a
two-outcome regular alternative. Then we considertwo different event sequencesthat may occur under conditions of risky
.,
choice and show how both sequencescan generate the same
preferenceorder.
We first observethat judgments of a two-outcome regular alternative may initially be unorderly (i.e., not monotonic in the
outcome and probability variables) and require considerable
practice before stabilizing (Anderson & Shanteau, 1970). The
model assumesthat this transition or learning phase includes
developmentof a stable adaptation level against which alternatives may be evaluated or processed.Although no precise assumptions are maclieabout the adaptation level, Jo, it is assumed that Jo is a function of the previous inputs and that it
perturbs both channelsequally.This assumpionmaybe relaxed
when the averagemagnitudes of previous positive and negative
inputs are not approximately equal.
The theory assumesthat the judgment processbegins by setting the adaptation level at Jo. Instatementof Jodrives the transmitter levels in eaoh channel of the dipole to levels Zo= AB/
[A + f(l + Jo)]. (Henceforth we assumefor simplicity that Jois
absorbedinto the aJousallevelI and that the theory is operating
in the linear range off:f(w) = w.)After the channels adapt, it
is assumedthat attention is directed to the current alternative
aj. The positive and negativeinputs to the on-channel and offchannel are then Jj+ and Jj-, respectively.However,the transmitter levelschange slowly so that the levels Zoare maintained
(approximately) for an interval after Jj+ and Jj- are presented.
After transmitter gating and opponent processing,the dipole
on-responseto aj is given by

rj 1 (I + Jj+)zo-(I + Jj-)zo
1 zo(Jj+ -J i-)'

(20)

I

The theory assumesthat a linear judgment function maps
this affective responseonto an overt response. Under this assumption, the overt response,Rj, is

Rj = k(Jj+ -Jj-),

(21)

where k > 0 is a proportionality constant. Henceforth we assume k = 1 for simplicity and describe rjand Rj interchangeably.
Hence, the theory predicts that the affectiveresponseto a risky
alternative is proportional to the difference betweenthe affectively charged inputs that correspond to attended events. Such
differencesprovide one basis for calling the presentformulation
affectivebalancetheory.
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We now turn to the temporal structure of the eventsthat are
assumedto influence gated dipole dynamics under conditions
of risky choice. Two temporal sequencesof eventcomparisons
are considered: "between-dimension,within-alternative" comparisons and "within-dimension, between-alternative" comparisons (Payne, 1980). Conditions under which both sequencesyield the samepreferenceorder are described.
In a "between-dimension, within-alternative" comparison,
both events within one experimentally grouped pair are first
processed before both events in the other experimentally
grouped pair are processed.In theseexperiments,eacheventin
a pair has a manifest affectivevalue of opposite sign; for example, one event representsa possible gain and the other event
representsa possibleloss. In a "within-dimension, betweenalternative" comparison, one event within each experimentally
grouped pair is processedbefore it is compared with the eventof
corresponding manifest value in the other pair. Then the other
eventsin each pair are compared. In the "between-dimension,
within-alternative" comparison the decision maker initially
samples or attends to one of the alternatives. This sampling
causesa net responseto that alternative. (In Appendix A we
showthat choice is independentof which alternative is sampled
first.) It is assumedthat attention is focused on the first alternative for a sufficient amount of time for the transmitter levels in
eachchannelto habituate, or adapt,to the positive and negative
inputs from this alternative. It is assumedthat attention next
shifts to the secondalternative. This attentional shift causesa
second net responsethat is also the result of competition between the gated inputs of the alternative. Becausethe transmitter levels are slowly varying in time, the inputs of the second
alternative are gated by levels that are a function of the inputs
of the first alternative. Thus the first alternative establishesan
affectivecontext in which the secondalternative is evaluated.
To seehow such an affective context influences judgments,
we compute the on-activity '. due to the first alternativeand the
on-activity '2 due to the secondalternative. To accomplishthis,
denote by ZI+the habituated transmitter level in responseto J 1+
and by ZI- the habituated transmitter level in responseto it-.
It follows, as in Equations 8 and 9, that
ZI

+-

AB

-A+/+J1

+

(22)

and

AB
Zt- = A +I+Jt-

(23)

Thus the on-response r \ to the inputs J I+ and J \- is

rt=(I+Jt+)Zt+-(I+Jt-)Zt-.

(24)

'2=t(I+J2

'I =AC(J1+-J1-),

(25)

(26)
In orderto compute '2, we let transmitter levels z1+and z 1-gate
the inputs h + and h- of the secondalternative.Thus

+

)Zl -(I+J2-)ZI-.

(27)

By Equations 22,123,and 27,

'2 = C(P -E + F),

(28)

D = (A + IXJ2+ -J2-),

(29)

E = I(J1+ -J1-),

(30)

F=J1-J2+-J1+J2-.

(31)

where

and

We assumethat the decision maker sensesthe difference betweenthe affectiveresponses'. and'2 and prefersthe larger one.
In this very limited sense,we assumethat the decision maker
attempts to "maximize" subjective value. Thus, letting ~ =
'1 -'2, the first alternative is chosenif ~ > 0 and the second
alternative is chosen if ~ < O. Subtracting Equation 28 from
Equation 25 yields
~ = G[(J1+ -J.-)

-(J2+

-J2-)]
+ C(J1+ J2- -J1-

J2+), (32)

where
G = (A + I)C.

(33)

The preceding analysisconsidersthe situation in which individuals engage in "between-dimension, within-alternative"
processing,where the first alternative establishesthe affective
context in which the inputs of the secondalternative are evaluated. When decision makers utilize a "within-dimension, between-alternative" processing strategy,the sampling sequence
first focusesattention on one of the inputs of the first alternative
and then shifts attention to the input of the secondalternative
with the sameaffectivesign. For example, attention maybe first
focused on the positive input of the first alternative and then
shifted to the positive input of the second alternative. Subsequently, attention is focused on the other input of the first alternative and then shifted to the correspondinginput of the second
alternative.
In thesecircumstances,the theory assumesthat two contexts
are established:a positive context in which the positive input of
the second alternative is evaluated, and a negative context in
which the negative input of the secondalternative is evaluated.
This computation is instantiated as follows. Denote the positive
responsesas '1+ and '2+ and their difference as ~+ = '1+ -'2+.
Because'1+ is the first term of Equation 24 and '2+ is the first
term of Equation 27, this difference is simply

L\+ = H(Ji+ -J2+)

(34)

where

As in Equation12,Equation24 mayberewrittenin theform
where

+

I

AB

1T= A + 1+ J1+'
AA

(35)

Denote the negativeresponsesas '.- and '2- and their difference
as ~- = '1- -'2-' Because'.- is the second term of Equation
24 and '2- is the second term of Equation 27, this difference is
simply
~- = K(J1- -J2-)

where
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K=

-AB
A+I+Ji-O

(37)

Finally, we assumethat preferenceis determined by the difference between11+and 11-. Subtracting Equation 36 from Equation 34 yields
11+-11- = H(Ji+ -J2+) -K(Ji-

-J2-).

(38)

By Equations 35, 37, and 38,
11+-11- = G[(Ji+ -Ji-)

-(J2+ -J2-)]
+ C(Ji+ J2- -Ji-

J2+).

(39)

BecauseEquations 39 and 32 are identical, it follows that preference is independent of the decision maker's processing
strategy.
We believe that the mechanism that storesthe value ~ + for
later comparison with 11-in Equation 38 may not be the same
as the mechanism that compares'1 with '2 in Equation 32. In
particular; 11+may be stored and later read out by a perceptual
mechanism,much as a subject can discriminate and remember
the intensity of an affectivelychargedevent, suchas a shock. In
contrast, comparison of, 1and '2 can be accomplished directly
within a gateddipole.

9. RiskAversionandPreference
Reversals
Evaluation of Equation 32 provides some important insights.
Consistent with Equation 21, let us call the difference of the
inputs of the ithalternative, Jj+ -Jj-, the valueof the ith alternative. From Equation 32, we see that choice is not simply a
function of the difference of the values of the alternatives. Instead, choice also depends on the cross-product, J 1+J 2- J.- J 2+,and hence on the ratios of the inputs., To illustrate this
property, assumethat the valuesof the alternativesare equal or
that J. + -J 1- = J 2+-J 2-. Under this assumption,
D. = C(J1+J2- -J1- J2+).

(40)

From this expression, it is clear that ~ ~ 0 if and only if
J1+/J1- ~ h+/J2-. By extension, if the difference betweenthe
valuesof the alternativesis small, then choice is primarily determined by the cross-product, or ratio, terms of Equation 32.
The implications of this property representa break with previous models, because it is possible to choose the second alternative (~ < 0) even if the first alternative has higher value
(J.+ -J1- > .12+-J2-). Another implication is that choice between equally valued alternatives should not be random, but
rather should be determined by the ratios of the inputs. In Appendix B, we prove the following consequencesof this property.

Risk AversionandRisk Attraction
The riskier of two equally valued alternativesis chosenwhen
both alternativesare viewed as negative,whereasthe less risky
alternative is chosenwhen both are viewed aspositive.
Preference Reversal
Preferencereversalsoccasionallyoccur but only when ratios
of the inputs are not congruent with the differencesof the in-

puts. That is, preferencereversalsdo not occur when the sign
of the differencesis consistentwith the sign of the ratios. Preferencereversalsoccur in favor of the riskier alternative only when
both alternatives are viewed as negative. Preferencereversals
occur in favor of the conservativealternative only when both
alternativesare viewed aspositive.
Together,these resultsillustrate how the theory predicts that
individuals will tend to take risks when a situation is unfavorable but tend to be conservativewhen a situation is favorable.
This result is a generalization of the Kahneman and Tversky
reflection effect (Section 1). The reflection effect involves
choicesbetween risky and riskless alternatives. Our result applies not only to that case (Section 12) but also to choices betweenpairs of ri~ky alternatives.This generalizationis possible
becausethe dynamics of affectivechoice describedqereinreveal
properties that are not captured by the formal axioms of prospect theory.
The following constraint limits the generality of our analysis.
The theory assumesthat responsesto risky alternativesare due
only to the manner in which perceptually driven cognitive processeselicit different affectivereactions. Dearly this assumption
is not alwaysjustified. Certain individuals, suchas professional
decision analysts, may base their judgments and choices on
overtmathematical computations. In thesecases,the preceding
predictions do not hold becauseresponsesare then a function
only of the resultsof the computations. However,the failures of
expectedvalue theory and expected utility theory demonstrate
that a computationally based approachto decisionmaking under risk is often the exception rather than the rule.

10. PreferenceReversalExperiments Demonstrating
Interaction BetweenHedonic Sign and Risk Aversion
In the following section,we summarize a key result from a
pair of experimentsthat have tested the risk-aversionand riskattraction properties of preference reversals postulated by
affectivebalancetheory. For a detailed discussionof experimental proceduresand related results, seeGutowski (1984)and Gutowski and Chechile(1986). The general format for theseexperimentswasa computerized card tournament during which subjects played a modified version of the game called "red-dog"
(Epstein, 1977) and gained or lost points that were later exchanged for money. Each alternative consisted of a red-dog
hand and a specificationof the number of points that could be
won or lost. In order to motivate careful judgments, the Marschak bidding technique was employed (Becker, DeGroot, &
Marschak, 1964). Both judgment and choice experimentswere
carried out to provide a stringent criterion for the occurrence
of a preferencereversal.Judgment and choice trials were interlaced in order to avoid confounding effectsdue to motivational
or attentional shifts.
On each trial of the judgment experiment, a subject first
judged the value of the current alternative and then estimated
the chance of winning. Subsequently,a random number was
generatedand if the number was lessthan thejudged value, the
hand was played and points were gained or lost depending on
whetherthe subject won the hand. If the random number was
less than the judged value, the subj~ct earned that (random)
number of points. This procedure wasusedbecauseit provided
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Table I

PreferenceReversalRates in Favor ofthe Riskier and Less
Risky Alternative as a Function ofthe
HedonicSign ofthe Alternatives
Hedonicsignof thealternatives
Judgedinequality
VI<
VI>

V2
V2

Unfavorable
0.100
0.528

Favorable
0.679
0.000

Note. VI is the judged value of the less risky alternative,and V2is the
judged value of the riskier alternative.

explicit motivation to givejudgments that were exactly equalto
the perceivedvalue of an alternative.
On each trial of the choice experiment, subjectswere presented with pairs of risky alternatives and asked to indicate
which they preferred. On eachtrial, a subject first indicated the
alternative he or she preferred to play and then estimated the
chancesof winning the chosenhand. After this estimate was
recorded,the hand wasplayedand feedbackwasprovided asto
the number of points gained or lost. The overall choice setwas
composedof two groups in which eitherexpectedvalue and the
probability of winning wereheld constant or expectedvalue was
held constant but the probability of winning wasvaried. Many
of these pairs of alternatives were chosento fulfill a property
called natural risk ordering. The notation Ai = (ai+, Pi, ai-)
designatesan ith alternative in which an amount ai+ can be
gained with probability Pi and an amount ai- can be lost with
probability I -Pi. A pair of risky alternatives,AI = (al+' PI,
ai-) and A2 = (al+' P2, a2-), is termed naturally risk ordered
withAl riskier than A2if and only if PI::; P2and ai-::; a2- and
one of these inequalities is strict. For example, the pair AI =
(30, 1/3, -10) andA2 = (50, 1/3, -20) is naturally risk ordered
becausePI = P2and al- > a2-. In contrast, the pair AI =(50,
1/6, -10) andA2 = (10,2/3, -20) is not naturally risk ordered
becausePI < P2 but al- > a2-' For such pairs of alternatives,
the risk-aversionand risk-attraction propertiesof preferencereversalsproposedby the model can be evaluatedevenwhenpsychometric judgments of risk are not available.
~jfferences in the values of a particular pair of alternatives
were assumedonly if one of the alternatives wasjudged to be
greaterthan or equal to the other alternative in eachreplication
and if that inequality was strict in at least two of the replications. Preference,as indicated by the choice measure, was assumed only if one of the alternativeswas alwaysselectedover
the other alternative. Otherwise, indifference was assumedin
regard to preference or differencesin subjectivevalue. Similar
criteria were imposed to determine whethera particular alternative was hedonically positive, neutral, or negative. The assumption of hedonic neutrality (i.e., subjectivevalue equal to
0) was rejected only if, for each replication, an alternative was
judged to be greaterthan 0 orjudged to be lessthan O.
The primary results from these experiments are shown in
Table 1, which givesthe preferen~ereversalrates as a function
of hedonic sign and the judged relation betweenthe values of
the riskier and less risky alternative. These data demonstrate
that preference reversals in favor of both the riskier and less
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risky alternativesare strongly related to the hedonic sign of the
alternatives. For unfavorable alternatives,the preferencereversalrate in favor of the riskier alternative was 0.528,whereasthe
preferencereversalrate in favor of the less risky alternative was
only 0.100. This difference is statistically reliable, x2( 1) = 4.80,
p < .05. For favorable alternatives,the preference reversalrate
in favor of the riskier alternative was0.000,whereasthe reversal
rate in favor of the less risky alternative was0.679. This differenceis also statistically reliable, x2( 1) = 7.18, p < .01. Moreover,
the preference reversalrates in favor of the riskier alternative
are greater for unfavorable than for favorable alternatives,
x2(1) = 14.56,p< .01. In contrast, the preferencereversalrates
in favor of the lessrisky alternative are greaterfor favorablethan
for unfavorable alternatives, x2(1) = 11.63, p < .01.
In summary, these results show that the preference reversal
phenomenonis a highly structured effect reflecting a willingnessto acceptrisk under unfavorable circumstancesand a corresponding unwillingness to accept risk under favorable circumstances.This data pattern is implied by Equation32. It provides strong support for affectivebalance theory, becauseit is a
natural consequenceof the theory's mechanisms of opponent
processing.Such data also challengeother theories of decision
making under risk. Subsequentsections describe other important data properties that can naturally be derived from the
theory.

11. Gambler'sFallacy:Cognitive-Emotional
Dissociationor PartialRewardEffect
The gambler's fallacy is a frequently discussedphenomenon
(Cohen, 1981; Diaconis&Freedman, 1981;Skyrms, 1981)that
vividly illustrates how decisionmaking under risk may be sensitive to contextual effectsgenerated by a sequenceof positive
and/or negativeoutcomes. In general,the gambler's fallacy involves a shift in the amount of risk that a decision maker will
acceptafter a homogeneoussequenceoflosses(or gains)relative
to the amount of risk that will be accepted after a mixed sequence that involves both lossesand gains. For example,a roulette playerbetting on colors might bet $10 on black after four
consecutivelosses,whereashe or she might bet only $5 after a
sequenceof two wins and two losses.
Explanations of the gambler's fallacy often assumethat individuals do not appreciate the inherent variability of random
processesand, thus, inappropriately shift their subjective probabilities after a homogeneoussequenceof outcomes(Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974). Affective balance theory offerstwo (experimentally testable)alternative explanationsof this phenomenon.
The first accountis basedon a dissociationbetweenlong-lasting
emotional habituation and cognitive-emotional learning. The
secondaccountis basedon the antagonisticrebound effectsdue
to disconfirmation of cognitive expectancies.The two accounts
are not mutually exclusive in the sensethat each may apply to
different classesof individuals.
The first account implicates slow recovery from transmitter
habituation as a primary mechanism, and a dissociation of
transmitter habitJlation from cognitive-emotional, or conditioned reinforcer,conditioning asa secondarymechanism.This
analysisassumesthat each win or loss can significantly deplete
the transmitter gate of the corresponding on-channel or off-

~
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channel, respectively,and that the transmitters recoverat a slow
rate from theselosses.A sequenceof wins or lossesmay consequently causea cumulative habituation that acts as an affective
baseline for subsequentdecisions.When sucha sequenceis homogeneous (e.g., involves all negative outcomes), then the
transmitter gate in the off-channel can habituate significantly
more than that in the on-channel. When a sequenceis mixed
(e.g., involves equal numbers of positive and negative outcomes),then the transmitter gates in both the on-channel and
the off-channelcan habituate significantly. In particular, denote
by M a mixed sequenceand by N a sequenceof losses.A natural
outcome of cumulative habituation is that the depletion of the
transmitter in the negative channel can be greater after a sequenceof lossesthan after a mixed sequence.Similarly, the depletion of transmitter in the positive channel can be lessafter a
sequenceof lossesthan after a mixed sequence.Formally, we
may expresstheserelationships as
z+(M) < z+(N)

and

z-(M) > z-(N).

(42)

where r(p) is the on-responseto sequenceP. Given Equation
41 and the hypothesis of no conditioned reinforcer learning,
Equation 42 follows from the formulas
r(N) = (I + J+)z+(N) -(I

+ J-)z-(N)

(43)

r(M) = (I + J+)z+(M) -(I

+ J-)z-(M).

(44)

and
In summary,a dissociation betweenemotional adaptation and
cognitive-emotional conditioning can lead to the gambler's fallacy.
We now contrastthis result with two examplesthat illustrate
how conditioned reinforcer learning at cognitive-emotional
synapsescan counteract the tendencyto succumb to the gambler's fallacy. First, consider the situation in which the gated
dipole quickly overcomesits transmitter habituation but a cumulative record of past wins and lossesis encoded within the
conditioned reinforcer long-term memory traces(Figure 4). In
particular, assumethat a seriesof wins tends to augment J+,
whereasa series of lossestends to augment J-. Then after a
mixed sequenceM, these long-term memory increments may
(approximately) balance out, so that

(45)

A+I
whereasafter a sequenceof lossesN,

r(N) ~ AB[J+ ~ (~-I+ g(N)] ,

(46)

where g(N) codes the extra c6nditioned reinforcer negativity
due to N. In this situation, the gambler's fallacy fails to hold.
A comparison of thesetwo casessuggeststhat a persistent
emotional desensitizationin the absenceof cognitive-emotional
learning leadsto the gambler's fallacy,whereascognitive-emotionallearning accompanied by rapid emotional recoverydoes
not. It remains to cbnsiderthe casein which transmitter habituation does persist but conditioned reinforcer learning also rescalesthe inputs (J+, J-). In the simplest realization of this interaction,

(41)

Suppose,moreover, that these sustained habituative effects
can occur without altering the conditioned reinforcer pr~ies
of the bets. In other words, the decision maker codesthe event
in terms of odds or other computations but does not learn from
previous emotional consequencesof thesecomputations. Then
the inputs J+ and J- that a bet generatesat the gated dipole do
not changeover time, but the sensitivity of the dipole to these
emotionally changedinputs doeschangethrough time.
Under theseconditions, the gambler's fallacy occursif the decision makercontinues to bet based on an affective "intuition."
This is true becausethe on-responser(N) to the same inputs
(J+, J-) after a sequenceof lossesN is greater than the on-response r(M) to (J+, J-) after a mixed sequenceM of wins and
losses.Consequently,a shift toward larger bets can occur after
more lossesare experiencedunder theseconditions.
Formally, the gambler's fallacy occurs when
r(N) > r(M),

r(M) ~ AB(J+ -J-)

r(M) =

AB(J+

-J-)

(47)

A +.J+g(M)'
whereas
r(N) = AB(I + J+) -AB(I + J- + C(N)g(N)

A+ I

A + 1+ g(N)

.

(48)

Term -C(N)g(N)[A + I + g(N)]-1 in Equation 48 expresses
the negativeconditioned reinforcer learning that can compensate for the transmitter habituation terms g(M) and g(N). A
large value of C(N) can prevent the gambler's fallacy from occurring.
What factorscan control C(N), apart from a simple gain control bias that favors learning over habituation? The answerto
this questionleadsto a secondexplanation of the gambler's fallacy. A factor of special interest concerns the role of cognitive
expectanciesin modulating affective reactions. In addition to
the direct effectsof a win or a loss on habituation of the corresponding transmitter and conditioned reinforcer learning, disconfirmation of an expectancycan cause an antagonistic rebound (Grossberg,1980, 1987).
Suppose,for definiteness,that the decision maker expectsa
win. Then a win causesa direct activation of the on-channel.
On the other hand, a loss can activate the off-channel both directly and indirectly. The direct effect is due to the loss itself.
The indirect effect is due to the off-rebound caused by disconfirmation of the expectedwin. Consequently,unexpectedlosses
can bemore punishingthan expectedlossesand can causemore
negativeconditioned reinforcer learning. In Equation 48, such
an effect can causea large value of C(N) and can thereby prevent the gambler's fallacy from occurring. This analysis assumesthat the decision maker acts with an expectation of winning on everytrial. Sucha pattern of expectationsworksagainst
persistentgambling after a long run of losses.
Expectationscan, however,shift asa function of the temporal
patterning of past wins and losses.Such a hypothesishas been
usedto suggestan explanation of the partial reinforcement acquisition effect(Grossberg1975,1982b).In this analysis,expectations shift with the pattern of wins and losses,and both direct
and indirect (antagonistic rebound) effects can amplify the
affectivechargeof an unexpectedevent. In the classical partial
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reinforcement paradigm, animals eventually run faster to partiallyreinforced (mixed sequence)goalsthan they do to continuously reinforced (positive sequence)goals. If we replace the
positive sequenceby a negative sequence,then we arrive atan
analogof the g!tmbler'sfallacy.In this analog,continuous losses
(the N sequence)ma:ygenerate1esS
negativeaffectthan a combination of Winsand losses(the M sequence).Such an effect is
due to severalinteracting factors. An enhancednegativea:trect,
or frUStration,can be generatedby losseson mixed trials, becausemixed trials tend to supportthe maintenanceofm expectation to Win. This enhanced negative affect may be conditioned, iorexample, to situational cues, thereby creating a
groWingbaseline of enhancednegativity in the M condition..As
in the animal moderof partial reinforcement, sucha gambler's
fallacy developsmost effectivelyif the reinforcement probabilities are initially shaped to generate expectations capable of
maintaining suchperformance.
In summary,the gambler's fallacy may follow either from an
abnormal dissociationof cognitive-emotional learning from a
persistent emotional habituation or from a reinforcement
schedule that setsup the types of correlations betweenexpectancy-modulated antagonistic rebounds and cognitive-emotionallearning that support the partial reinforcement acquisition effect,

wherein a decisionI maker initially samples or attends to the
riskless alternative. Heuristically, we may think of the riskless
alternative as forming a reference point or adaptation level
against which the risky alternative is compared or evaluated. It
is assumedthat attention is focused on the riskless alternative
for a sufficient amount of time for the transmitter levels in the
perturbed channel to adapt to the input from the risklessalternative. As attention SWitchesto the riskyalternauve, two effects
occur that combine to determine the net respon.seto the risky
alternative.ThefirsteffeCi is anantagoDisticrebound Withinthe
affectivegateddipole. This rebound may occur when the subject
SWitchesfrom the input due to the riskless alternative to the
input due to th~risky alternative. Such a ..rebounden.codesthe
affectiveresiduedue to a disconmmation of the risklessalternative in order to evaluate the risky alternative. The secondeffect
is a direct affectiveresponseto the inputs from the risky alternative. The netresponseto the risky alternative is then the sum of
thesetwo effects.
Let '. be the responseto the riskless alternative, '1 be the
antagoDisti~rebound,an.d '2 be$e reSP9nseto th~ input of the
risky alternative. We may expressthe net responseto a riskless
alternative that offersa sure gain as

'I = AKJ1+

(49)

where

12. Choice Between Riskless and Risky Alt~rnatives
We next describesome eventgroupings that may underlie the
choice between a riskless alternative and a riskyalternatiye.
Suppose,for example,that the risklessalternativeis
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1(==

AB

(50)

: (A + 1)(A +/+J1+).
!

Equation 49 is just Equation 25 with J.- = O.The antagonistic
rebound that occurs in responseto attention shift to the risky
alternative is (approximately)

A. A sureWinof$500,

'1 = -IKJ,+.

(51)

andthatthe riskyalternativeis
B, A 3/4 probability of winning $800 and a 1/4 probability oflos.,
ing$400.

In itself, the riskless alternative does not contain a source of
negative affect. On the other hand, a choice of Alternative B
implies the renunciation of Alternative A and with it the possibility 0.£a sure win. Em~ding a sure win into a context of
other possibilities maythus createa sourceof ne~tiveaffect.
Expressedin another way,a riskless alternative does not, in
itself, involve a comparison betweenpairs of outcomes in the
way that a risky alternative does. The subje~ must create a
grouping of outcomes that includes the riskless alternative in
order to generatea preferenceorder. Such a grouping may, or
may not, be based entirely on outcomes that are presentedexplicitlyby the experimentalist or more generallyby the external
environment. In particular, if the subjectgeneratesa preference
order based on pair-wise comparisons,then a secondoutcome
must be found for comparison with the risklessalternative.One
possible outcome, which is not explicitly presentedas part of
Alternatives A and B, is the denial, or &sconfirmation, of the
risklessalternative if the risky alternative is accepted.
In the subsequentparagraphs,we considerthe preferenceorder generated by two possible event groupings. In the first
grouping, the disconfirmation of the riskless alternative is included. In the second grouping, it is not. Considera situation

After transmitter habituation occurs in responseto the riskless
alternative,the direct responseto the inputsJl+ andJl- of the
risky alternative is
:

r2=K[(A+I)(J2

+--+-+

-J2

)-'J1

J2 ~IJ1].

(52)

Due to the antagonistic rebound {Equation 51), the net affect
due to disconfirmation of the riskless alternative and instatement of the risky altemativeis

,f+'2

=K[(A + I)(J2+-J2-)-,. Jt+J2- -,.2IJt+].
(53)

As in Section 8, we assume that the decision maker sensesor
computes the difference ~+ = r1 -(rt + r2) betweenthesetwo
net responses.By Equations 49 through 53,

~+ = L[J1 + t (J2+ -J2-)] + K(J1+J2- +.IJ1+} (54)
where
L = (A + I)K.

(55)

A similar analysismaybe conducted for a situation wherethe
riskless alternative involves a loss. Under these circumstances,
the difference betweenthe two net responsesis
A- = L[(J2- t J2+)- J1-I-

K(J1- J2+ + IJ1-).

(56)
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One specialcaseof particular importance involves a choice
betweena riskless alternative and a risky alternative offering
only outcomes that are null or of the same sign as the riskless
alternative.Assumethat only positive or null outcomesare possible; that is,

J2+~ J2- = o.

(57)

In this case,the responseto the risklessalternative and the antagonistic rebound are as expressedin Equations 49 and 51,
respectively.The responseto the inpu~ from the risky alterna-

tiveis
'2 = K«A + I)J2+ -IJ1+).

(58)

Hence,the net responseto the risky alternative is
r1 + r2 = K[(A + I)J2+ -2IJ1+]

(59)

so that the difference betweenthe two net responsesis
Llo+ =L[J1+-J2+]

+K1J1+.

(60)

If only negative or null outcomesare possible,then this differenceis

~ -= L[J2- -J\-]

-KIJ\-.

$4000 may be representedas an input with conditioned reinforcer value appropriate to $4000 rapidly alternating with an
offset of that input (20% chance of winning nothing). Where
suchrapid switching occurs,the subjectcreatesan implicit conflict situation by generating off-rebounds to the positively valenced response.It is worth considering whether some subjects
encodethe 80%-20% contingencyby just partially switching off
the positively valenced signal, and thereby weakeningthe offreboundsthat compete with the positivelyvalencedreaction before generatinga net dipole output.
In the secondsequenceof comparisons that we will consider,
the subject first adapts to the riskless alternative and then
switchesto the risky alternative without processingthe disconfirmation that rej~on of the riskless alternative could imply.
All of the aboveco~putations are the same,exceptthere is no
longer an antagonistic rebound r1. Then Equation 54 is replaced by
~+ = L[J 1+ -(J2+ -J2-)]

+ J1+J2-

(62)

and Equation 60 is replaced by
~ + = L[J1+ -J2+].

(63)

(61)

The implications of this analysisare applicable to two important phenomenathat have beendiscoveredduring the development of prospecttheory. Considerthe following problems (from
Tversky & Kahneman, 1981):
Whichof the followingalternatives
do youprefer?
Problem 1

A. A surewin of $3000.
B. An 80%chanceto win $4000.
Problem2

C. A surelossof$3000.
D. An 80%chanceto lose$4000.
When presented with these problems, the majority of individuals prefer A to Band D to C. That is, individuals tend to
be risk aversewhen gains are involved but risk taking when
lossesare involved. The previous computation accountsfor this
effectasthe net effectof two typesoff actors:affectiveantagonistic rebounds that occur when sure eventsare contextually disconfirmed, and affectivereactionsto risky eventsbasedon prior
affectiveadaptations. Suppose,for example, in Problem 1, that
attention is shifted from the risklessalternative to the risky alternative. The rebound is negative,thereby decreasingthe net
responseto the risky alternative. Consequently,the riskless alternative will be chosenunless'2 is considerablylargerthan '.;
that is, the risk-aversealternative is preferred where gains are
involved. In the secondproblem, the rebound due to an attention shift from the riskless alternative is positive, which increasesthe net responseto the risky alternative. As a result, the
risky alternative will be chosenunless'2 is considerablysmaller
than '1; that is, the risk-taking alternative is preferred where
lossesare involved.
We consider it possible that some subjects may affectively
evaluatea risky alternatiye by switching rapidly betweenits two
possible interpretations. For example, an 80% chance to win

When Equation 63 is usedto explain why Alternative A is preferred to Alternative B, the psychophysicalproperties of the
Kahneman and Tversky axioms (Section7) bear the full burden
of the explanation.
A similar type of contextual effect occursif a positive riskless
alternative is compared sequentiallywith the positive and negative eventsof a risky alternative. Then eachof the comparisons
maygenerateantagonisticreboundsdue to the fact that the risklessalternative defines an adaptation level for evaluating both
risky events.
In summary,this sectionillustrates how the additional affective valuesthat are generatedby contextually induced comparisons may explain certain properties of decision making under
risk without invoking all of the Kahneman and Tversky
axioms.

13. FramingEffect
Next, considerthe following problems (from Tversky & Kahneman, 1981)that illustrate the framing effect.
Problem 3
Imagine that the United Statesis preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,which is expectedto kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the diseasehave beenproposed.Assume that
the exact scientific estimate of the consequencesare as follows:
If Program A is adopted,200 peoplewill besaved.
If Program B is adopted,there is a 1/3 probability that 600 people
will be saved,anda 2/3 probability that no peoplewill be saved.
Problem 4
Given the same cover story as in Problem 3, a different formulation of
the net effectsof the alternative programs is:
If ProgramC is adopted,400 peoplewill die.
If Program D is adopted,there is a 1/3 probability that nobody will
die, and 2/3 probability that 600 people will die.

When presentedwith theseproblems the majority of individuals prefer A to B $d D to C. That is, individuals tend to be
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risk aversewhen only positive consequences
are explicitly mentioned but risk taking when only negativeconsequences
are presented.The explanation for this framing effect is dynamically
similar to that offered for Problems I and 2. At leasttwo different typesof strategiesexist that are consistentwith the framing
effect. In both strategies,subjects are assumedto respond to
risklessalternativesby discoveringother eventswith which they
can be paired. The strategiesdiffer only in terms of which event
pairs are considered.For example,in Problem 3, the event that
600 people will be killed may be treated asa risklessalternative
againstwhich ProgramsA and B are evaluated.Within this context, the statement"If Program A is adopted, 200 people will
be saved"createsa natural eventpair, or a contextually induced
alternative. In particular, disconfirmation of the risklesslossof
600 lives by the risklessgain of 200 lives can trigger a large antagonistic rebound. The contextual pressureto form such an
event pair is substantial in this situation becausethe statement
"200 people will be saved"is meaninglesswithout a prior statement concerningtheir expecteddoom.
The evaluationof Program B may,in principle, be made with
respectto the sure event that 600 people will be killed, or the
sure event that 200 people will be saved,or both. To fix ideas,
suppose that the subject createspair-wise comparisons where
none explicitly exist in the stimuli but otherwise considersthe
events sequentially. Then, after the comparison of the sure
deathof 600 with Program A generatesa largepositive rebound,
comparison of Program B with Program A generatesan additional bias toward Program A, becausethis comparison involvesa positive risklessalternative and a risky alternative (Section 12).
In subjectswho use the sure death of 600 as a context for
evaluating Alternatives C and D, D is preferred to C for the
following reasons.Disconfirmation of the certain death of 600
by instatement of the certain death of 400 people may createa
small positive rebound. Comparison of Program D with Program C generatesa bias away from Program C, however,becausethis comparison involves a negative riskless alternative
and a risky alternative. Thus, independentof parametric details, it is clear that Program A is much more favored than Program B, whereasthere is at besta weak tendency to offset the
risk-seekingbias of Program D over ProgramC. In particular,
there exists a rangeof parameterswhere the rebound is insufficient to offsetthe risk-seekingbias.
If a subject does not use the sure event of 600 deaths as a
context for further comparisons,then Program A is again preferred to Program B whereas Program D is'preferred to Program C becausethe risk-aversealternative is preferred where
gains are involved whereasthe risk-taking alternative is preferred where lossesare involved. Subjectsmay, in fact, follow
this strategymore readily in comparing ProgramsC and D than
in comparing Programs A and B. Unlike Alternative A, the
meaning of Alternative C is self-contained and does require
comparison with the riskless deathof600.

14. ConcludingRemarks
Affective balance theory provides a real-time dynamic description of someof the coverteventsunderlying risky judgment
and choice. The theory proposesdynamical explanationsof de-
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cision-making phenomena that have previously beeninterpretable only using formal axioms, suchasthoseof prospecttheory.
This analysis clarifies how cognitive strategies may generate
affective contexts for evaluating riskless and risky alternatives.
In so doing, it provides an explanation of why individuals often
do not act to maximize subjective value, even in simple situations where cognitive complexity is minimal, despite the fact
that the mechanisms that prevent maximization have manifest
adaptive functions. These mechanisms are not designed to
maximize subjectivevalue. Rather,they are designedto control
the emotional processesthat regulate reinforcement, incentive
motivation, and affectivelymodulated attention shifts.
Many phenomenastill lie outside the scopeof the theory as
presently formulated, if only becauseit has used only the most
rudimentary ideas from the cognitive-emotional theory of
which it is an application. The presentresults establisha bridge
to that generaltheory and indicate how affectivebalance theory
may be developedon a principled basisas increasingly complex
situations are analyzed. In particular, the present results demonstrate that psychophysiologicaldata and theory may now be
profitably applied to the domain of decisionmaking underrisk.
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Appendix A
Relative PreferenceIndependentof Sampling Order
Considera choice betweentwo alternatives al and a2. Let rij
denote the responseto the ith alternative when ajis sampled
first. If al is sampled first, then after transmitter habituation
takes place,

(A8)
and
'22 = AK2(J2+ -J2-),

(Ai)
ZI-=

(A9)

where

(AIO)

(A2)

(A + 1+ J1-)'

and

When attention is then switchedto ai, the response,712,is

'II = AKI(JI+ -JI-),

(A3)

where
K =
1

'.2 = K2[(A+ I)(J.+ -J.-

-I(J2+

-J2-)

AB(J1+ -J1-)
(

(A+I+J1-XA+I+J1-).

A4

When attention is thenswitchedto °2, the response,'2\, is based
on the habituated values in Equations Ai and A2. Thus
'21 = K1[(A + IXJ2+ -J2-) -I(J\+ -JI-)
The difference ,l(I) = '21 -'II

+ J2+J\- -JI+ J2-)].
in theseresponsesis

1:1(1)
= K1[(A + IX(J2+ -J2-)

-(J1+

(All)

The difference A(2)= '22 -'12 in theseresponsesis
~(2) = K2[(A + I)«J2+ -J2-)

-(Jt+

-Jt-»

(AS)
+ J2+J)- -J2- J)+].

-J1-»

+ J2+J1- -J2- JI+].

+J1+h--J1-J2+].

)

(A6)

If a2is sampled first, then

(A7)

(AI2)

Term .1(1)compares the relative reaction to a2 after al. Term
.1(2)
comparesthe relative reactionto a2before at. By Equations
A6 and A 12, theseterms differ only in their positive coefficients
K\ and K2. Thus .1(1)is positive (negative) if and only if .1(2)
is positive (negative).Hence the samerelative preferenceexists
independentof sampling order.

Appendix B
Risk Aversion,Risk Attraction, and PreferenceReversal
Considera choice betweentwo equally valued alternatives al
anda2' LetD = JI+ -JI- = J2+-h-. Assume that a2is riskier
than al so that J 1- < J2-. Without loss of generality,assume
that al is sampledfirst. Then by Equation A6,
~(I) = KI[J2+ JI- -J2= K1[(J2- + D).JI= D(J1- -h-).

J1+]
-J2-(J1-

D2,:l(I)< 0;

(B2)

that is, if az is preferred over a. (11(.)> 0) eventhough a. has
greater value than az (Dz < 0); or if al is preferred over az
(11(1)
< 0) eventhough az hasgreatervalue than a. (Dz > 0).
By Equation A6,

,:l(I) = Ki[(A + I)D2 + Ji-(J2- + Di + D2)

+ D)]
(BI)

Therefore, ~(I) < 0 if and only if D > 0, becauseJI- -J2- < O.
This result demonstratesthat the lessrisky alternative is chosen
(~(I) < 0) only if the positive input is greater than the negative
input (D > 0). That is, the less risky alternative of two equally
valued alternativesis chosen only if the alternatives are favorable.
Considera choice betweentwo alternativesthat are not equal
in value. LetJI+ -JI- = DI andJ2+ -J2- = DI +D2' Assume
that a2is riskier than ai, so thatJ 1- < J2-. Let ~(I) = r21-rll,
as in Appendix A. A preferencereversalis said to occur if

-J2-(J1- + DJ]
= K1[(A + 1+ J1-)D2 + (Ji- -J2-)D1].
BecauseA +1 +11-> 0 and 1.- -lz-

(B3)

<0,

,:l(I)> 0

if D1 < 0 and D2 > 0,

(B4)

A(l) < 0

if

(B5)

whereas
Dl > 0 and

D2 < O.

The difference tl(l) may be positive or negative if

DID2> O.

(B6)
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A preference reversaldoes not occur in either of the casesin
Equation B4 or Equation B5. A preference reversalcan occur
only if Equation B6 holds. By Equations B3 and B6, two possible casesobtain: Either
~(I)<O,D1>O,D2>O

(B7)

A(I) > 0, D1 < 0, D2 < O.

(B8)

or

E. GuroWSKI

In the caseof Equation B7, the preference reversal favors the
less risky alternative a. only if the alternatives are favorable
(D. > 0). In the caseof Equation B8, the preference reversal
favors the riskier alternative a2 only if the alternatives are unfavorable(D1 < 0).
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